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1. Information of marine 
associates in deep sea research

?Deep sea research cruises?

? ”SHINKAI 6500”

? ”KAIKO 7000 -?”
? ”Hyper Dolphin”

To manage for all dataTo manage for all data

JAMSTEC (Japan Agency for Marine-
Science and Technology) conducts



All data···

geo-magnetic data, gravity data,  
navigational data…

1) obtained by submersible

Core, Water, Rock, Creature…

2) attached to vessel

Responsible for managementResponsible for management

Make and use the

data inventory fi
le



?Information of all samples and data

2. About data inventory file

Inventory file

Sampling dates, instruments, 
purpose, distributions



Date

?List of material sampling by submersibles?
Sample 
name instruments

Sampling 
point

Instrument

2. About data inventory file



Contact 
address

release 
dead line

?List of material sampling by submersibles?

Sample 
name purpose

person 
responsible

Specifi
cations

Purpose



person 
responsible

Contact 
address

release 
dead line

?List of instruments prepared by scientists?

Measurement 
object instruments

Specifi
cations



?List of results by “SHINKAI6500”?

TV Camera, 
Digital Camera, 
Ship tracking 
sheet, CTD 
Data…

Media format
Working 
period

Video cassette, 
jpeg, ASC?, 
paper…

use (¦) or 

not use (?)

distribution

Signal 
output

name, 
format, 
mode



3.Quality control of various data

simple treatment by scientist’s requisition

examples 

1:CTD (submersibles equips) data processing

2:Positioning (acoustic navigation) data processing

3:Multibeam data processing



1:CTD (submersibles equips) data 
processing?vertical profile (Temp., Sal., DO…)

?time series (for searching the bottom)

We can know physical outline We can know physical outline 
about research areaabout research area

3.Quality control of various data



2:Positioning (acoustic navigation) data processing
?Ship track
?Submersible track

We can contribute We can contribute 
the visual resultsthe visual results

3.Quality control of various data



3:Multibeam data processing
?make a grid data from raw data 

We can contribute We can contribute 
the visual resultsthe visual results

3.Quality control of various data



4.As a side of research assistant
Assistant for onboard experiments

dissecting Core slicing

We can help for scientific worksWe can help for scientific works

Sea water filtration 
Rock cutting



Finally…

Provide High quality service

respond to various 

expectations, situations, scientists…Get on various ability for 

various se
rvic

e



?Please ask me for your cruise??

See you next time!!

Satoshi Okada

Nippon Marine Enterprises, Ltd.
okada@nme.co.jp
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